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[exarkuun1991] wrote:
GEBO (Gift)
Germanic: Geuua (Gebo)
Gothic Giba
Norse: Gipt, Giöf
Anglo-Saxon: Geofu (Gyfu)
Icelandic: Gjöf
Norwegian: Giof

This is a rune of sacrifice and giving. Something of personal value given
freely, such as our blood when we choose to consecrate the runes in this
way. This is a rune of initiation where we make personal sacrifices to
obtain knowledge, power and wisdom. No pain, no gain.

Magickally, Gipt is a bringer of gifts. Gipt relates to weddings and alliances.
Gipt is also used in sex magick and binding spells. Can be used to bind
another to an unwanted obligation and can be used in casting love spells.
Emerald and jade are the gems used with this rune. When used in Black
Magick, it brings pain and sacrifice upon the victim with no reward. Used
with the Isa rune, the combination is powerful in binding enemies.

That "can be used in love spells" thing got me. But URUZ and THURISAZ?
Ok. Thanks.

[Bunpuppet] wrote:
Yeah sure, why not. Get creative with it all. :P

On one hand it can help, on the other do not overdo this. Make sure you are free
from any bindings in your Soul and that your Soul is well worked upon, your mind
open and strong, so you can do magick successfully.

Many people rush to mix things, etc. Make sure to always remember that



Satanism is a long trip where mastery comes through practice and persistence.
Also bear in mind not all types of magick work well on all subjects. This has to do
with a person’s aura, the elements, their natal chart and other factors. So, it’s
always ideal to try and experiment with different types until you succeed.

Stay strong and persist until you have what you want to have.

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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